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1.  Place the black inner basin inside the 
white outer pot & the water level indicator 
inside the hole at the top of the basin.

2.  Fill your HydroPot with Smart Soil.

3.  Add seeds & bury them as per seed specifications.

4.  Add water until the water level indicator is 1cm from its maximum 
position. Make sure to wet all the seeds to activate them.

5.  Place your HydroPot in an appropriate place (Under a BreezyGro 
light, or in natural sunlight).

6.  Once seeds have sprouted, mix one scoop of nutrients with 1L of 
water and refill to that ratio each time the water level gets low. Don't 
overfill water.
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1.  Place the black inner basin inside the 
white outer pot & the water level indicator 
inside the hole at the top of the basin.

2.  Fill your HydroPot with Expanded Clay.

3.  Follow instructions below depending on 
your desired growth method:
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a. PROPAGATION - Place your plant cutting in the Expanded 
Clay so that its stem is partially submerged in clay. Make sure to 
keep all leaves out of the clay.  

b. TRANSPLANTS - Soak the roots of a soil-based plant in water 
to soften the soil. Gently remove the soil, and place your plant 
roots within the clay balls. 

4.  Dissolve nutrients in water using the ratio of 1 spoon of nutrients 
per 1L of water and add the solution to the pot until the water level 
indicator is 1cm from its maximum position.

5.  Place your HydroPot in an appropriate place (Under a BreezyGro 
light, or in natural sunlight).

6.  Refill water when the indicator shows low water levels. Add 1 scoop 
of nutrients per 1L of water. Don't overfill water.


